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Wednesday, May 25, 2022
Senior Staff Officers of Switzerland
Federal Department of Defense, Civil Protection and Sport (DDPS) Federal Palace
East
CH-3003 Bern
Legal notice: Hybrid threats and warfare against the Confederation!

Dear Corps Commanders

Dear Brigadiers

Thomas Suessli, CdA
Laurent Michaud, C Kdo Op
Hans-Peter Walser, C Kdo Ausb
Daniel Baumgartner, VA USA

Dear Division Officers Willy
Bruelisauer, Kdt Ter Div 4 Lucas
Caduff, Kdt Ter Div 3 Roland
Favre, HSO GCSP
Patrick Gauchat, C UNTSO
Thomas Kaiser, C LBA
Daniel Keller, Kdt Ter Div 2
Yvon Langel, SC OS
Claude Meyer, HSO GZFSiPol
Peter Merz, Kdt LW
Germaine J.F. Seewer, Kdt HKA / Stv C Kdo Ausb
Rolf André Siegenthaler, Stv C Kdo Op
Andreas Stettbacher, OFAZ
Melchior Albert Stoller, Mil Pol Consultant C
DDPS Jean-Paul Theler, C ASTAB
Mathias Tuescher, Kdt Ter Div 1
Guy Vallat, VA Paris
Alain Vuittel, PL Kdo CYBER A
Peter Wanner, Mil V NATO
René Welliger, Kdt Army

Stefan Christen, Kdt LvB Genie / Rttg / ABC
Maurizio Dattrino, Kdt GST S
Raynald Droz, Kdt MP
Werner Epper, Kdt Stv LW
Markus Ernst, Deputy Kdt Ter Div 2
Stefan Flachsmann, Chief Auditor of the
Army Thomas A. Frey, Kdt FU Br 41
Yves Gaechter, Kdt LvB Pz & Art
Fridolin Keller, Zuget HSO CdA
Meinrad Keller, Kdt Log Br 1
Alexander Kohli, Kdt Mech Br 4
Daniel Krauer, C MND
Stefano Laffranchini, Stv Kdt Ter Div 3
Markus A. Maeder, C IBV
Gregor Metzler, Kdt Mech Br 11
Markus Naef, Stv Kdt Ter Div 4
Franz Nager, Kdt ZS
Serge Pignat, Kdt Mech Br 1
Hans-Jakob Reichen, SC Kdo Op
Markus Rihs, C Pers A
Benedikt Roos, C A Plan and Stv C ASTAB
Hugo Roux, Kdt MILAK
Jacques Frederic Ruedin, PL Long-term development Gr V+A
Hans Schatzmann, SC CdA
Marco Schmidlin, Kdt LVb BU
Peter Soller, Kdt LvB Flab33

As senior staff officers, you are in a special employment relationship. You have an extremely important key
function in the leadership of the Swiss Armed Forces. It is imperative that you exercise this leadership and
protect our country. We are currently facing a hybrid threat. A worldwide and active warfare against the
peoples in general, and in particular against the people of the Swiss Confederation (including you and your
family), is likely!
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The hybrid threat comes from the following organizations:
• The non-legitimate influence of the New World Government (NWO) through the
modern communist and Marxist United Nations (UN) (Agenda 2030).
• The Bank for International Settlements (BIS) (the going direct reset)
• World Health Organization (WHO; Pandemic Treaty) and, most importantly, by the World
Economic Forum (WEF) (Great Reset).
This de-stabilization phase was driven by the Covid 19 narrative and was planned long before 2020. It has
now been gradually implemented in recent years. The current de-construction phase is led by the NWO and
has reached another critical stage with the start of the war on February 24, 2022 and the sanctions against
Russia.

The asymmetric threats and hybrid warfare by the NGOs not elected by the people and G3P (The Global
Public-Private Partnership), violate our sovereignty and freedom. Furthermore, they describe a flexible hybrid
of overt and covertly applied, regular and irregular, symmetrical and asymmetrical, military and non-military
means of conflict with the purpose of blurring the threshold between the states of war and peace established
by international law.
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The goal of the aggressors (NWO) is to harm sovereign countries not only by de-stabilizing & de-constructing
them, but to destabilize their peoples politically, economically and socially.
Public discourse no longer takes place because politics spreads disinformation, makes one-sided propaganda
and influences science in its favor. The open and democratic forms of society offer several attack surfaces for
this and are thus easily vulnerable.
The dangerous thing about this warfare is the NWO's cover-up tactics. This is controlled via global information
control:
• Active censorship, by the media bought and controlled by big business.
• Indoctrination of the population and politicians
• Targeted and adapted propaganda with deceptive tactics by professional PR agencies
• Targeted disinformation to ensure unilateral information sovereignty.
Debates with independent scientists, politicians and alternative media hardly take place anymore censorship of open and free expression of opinion prevails and is reminiscent of the darkest eras of Europe
in the last century. Segregation and denunciation of genuine experts and enlightening journalists is taking
place.
Many activities take place digitally: From the targeted control of political discussions to multiple censorship in
social networks to journalistic manipulation. This is also the biggest difference between traditional and hybrid
warfare: With the help of the Internet, especially social media, and the deliberate use of "influencers,"
aggressors such as the WHO and the pharmaceutical industry can stir up panic. This form of warfare is new,
and is part of the Electronic Warfare (EW) for which the Swiss Army has even developed a new recruit school
together with the Intelligence Network.
Perhaps you, as a senior staff officer in the Swiss Armed Forces - or those around you - have also fallen victim
to such mechanisms and methods.
In the coming days or weeks, WHO member states will vote on the following U.S. government request:

In the future, the Director-General of the WHO should be able to declare a binding health
emergency directly in individual countries and thus trigger pandemic measures. Switzerland and 46
other countries support the motion, which severely damages the sovereignty of the 193 member
states.
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Thus, the sovereignty of the countries would be transferred to a supranational body, which is largely
financed and influenced by the pharmaceutical industry and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.
The proposed amendments authorize the Director-General of WHO, at his discretion, to declare health
emergencies in any country, unilaterally and against the opposition of the affected country.
If this plan is adopted, in the event of the next fake pandemic (link between a microorganism as a pathogen
and an infectious disease not confirmed by Koch's postulates), WHO would have the authority to authorize
lockdowns, quarantines, lockdowns, forced vaccinations, and digital vaccination passports (Vaccination Status
& Certificates, etc.).
We should also bear in mind that these organizations enjoy full immunity in our fatherland, and their
members can therefore neither be tried nor convicted if they commit crimes. So technocrats not elected by
our people will paradoxically have far more power than those that citizens grant to their representatives
through their democratic election. That is an absolute "no go" and must be fought absolutely with all
means!!!
Considering the fact that the obvious abandonment of state sovereignty is considered treason under the laws
of our nation, and the parliament is not allowed to make laws against the interests of the nation, let alone
against the natural freedoms and fundamental rights of the citizens they represent or are allowed to violate: I
think that it will not have escaped anyone's notice that this attempt by the UN and WHO to usurp a power
that actually belongs to the individual nations is aimed at preventing any kind of resistance to the "Agenda
2030". We must be aware that components of the 2030 Agenda include the weakening of the health care
system, the optimization and reduction of medical and hospital services, the complete privatization of the
health care industry, and the medical as well as psychoneuroimmunological weakening of our innate immune
system through vaccines and gene therapies.
The psycho-P(l)andemy COVID-19 has clearly shown the subjugation and enslavement of the people, the
weakening of the political system, the incapacitation of the 4th state power (media), the undermining of the
judiciary, the weakening of the entire medical industry and the decomposition of the national military by
alternative organizations. All centrally controlled in lockstep by a few functionaries of supranational
organizations! The disastrous side effects of the experimental mRNA serum (gene therapy) are only now
being recognized, while many rightly expect those responsible for these decisions to be held accountable in
an independent court.
It therefore seems absurd, to say the least, that the WHO, and thus the NWO, should now be given a binding
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decision-making power, when it was in the management and control of the recent p(l)andemic emergency
and vaccination campaign that the greatest damage was done in terms of deaths and permanent damage to
health. Aside from the impunity these supranational organizations enjoy thanks to the immunity and biased
reporting of the mainstream media for the crimes it commits, the WHO also has complete freedom of choice
on how to respond to the coming emergencies, which are obviously being planned by the pharmaceutical
lobby. The exclusion of health workers and courageous experts who invoke the Hippocratic Oath threatens to
become the norm in order to eliminate any dissenting voice.
We therefore express our full support to all citizens - especially scientists, doctors and lawyers - who
denounce this threat to the national sovereignty of the affiliated nations and demand that the past events
and the consequences that the decisions of the WHO have for the health of the world's population be
uncompromisingly clarified. The relevant authorities and agencies cannot help but admit: "We have no proof
of the existence of a disease-causing SARS-CoV-2 virus, nor do we have any documentation on control
experiments. We have not approved or actively prevented meaningful therapeutic protocols."
We call on all leaders to speak out and reject the ratification of this treaty as it is contrary to the common
good and aimed at carrying out the global coup that the UN, WHO and WEF have been planning for years
under the names "Agenda 2030" and "Great Reset".
Global, standardized health governance without proof and evidence, is one of the fundamental elements of
the New World Order, as has been made clear by authoritative experts who are not compromised with the
system. As such, it must be rejected and actively opposed. The logic of control, profit and mass
pathologization must be replaced by a public health policy whose ultimate goal is the health of citizens, their
freedom and the protection of their (fundamental) rights.
The present conspiratorial silence of our executive, legislative and judiciary in Switzerland, after their hasty
declarations at the beginning of the P(l)andemie and their shameful supports of Big Pharma, will be attributed
to the condemnation of the Swiss national government, which has made itself an accomplice to a crime
against God, liberties and people. Never in history has the Swiss Confederation prostituted itself for secular
power in such a servile and pathetic manner. Let us pray that some of you, higher staff officers of Switzerland,
will finally find the courage to distance yourselves from NWO "collaborators" and their lines, in order to open
the eyes of the good people who have been deceived so far.
We expect you to actively stand up for the preservation of our neutrality and for federal independence.
Each and every one of you can start doing so immediately. A first step of our Swiss Armed Forces is to
become active now in order to immediately stop the threatening governance by the UN and WHO. Their
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Buildings and properties would absolutely have to be seized and independent investigations launched. The
national and international conspirators as well as the potential perpetrators must be taken into custody, as is
preferred for fraud, money laundering and hybrid war criminals. This would give us Confederates a good
chance to stop the "P(l)andemie Contract" and "Great Reset" still in time and without great and further
damage.
For the 75th World Health Assembly on May 22, 2022 in Geneva, as a place of dialogue and host to the
immunity of the responsible war leaders BIS, NGOs, UN, WHO, Big Pharma and WEF, we expect the public,
vocal expression of your outrage at these inhumane events. This is what you are in office for. Currently, an
active threat against our Confederation is in full swing, and so far none of you has noticed that these events
are happening right now. You now have to stand up for the interests of the people - us the people. In every
respect. No more and no less. You are being paid very well for this service with our tax money.

"Notice to agent is notice to principal - notice to principal is
notice to agent."
Art. 265 1. crimes or offenses against the state / high treason
Art. 266 1. crimes or offenses against the state / attacks on the independence of the
Confederation
Art. 271 1. felony or misdemeanor against the state / prohibited acts for a foreign state
For your self-study: The neutrality of Switzerland DFA Publication date: 03.03.2022
Letter-1 State Government (Mar. 9, 2022): Legal notice: covert control of the countries by the WHO
Letter-2 State Government (04/18/2022): Legal Notice: Act accordingly and NOW!
Call:
You as higher staff officers have the duty and task (BV) to stand up for the long-term welfare of the people
and the state and to protect against internal as well as external dangers, but above all against the current
threat and warfare against the Swiss Confederation! This is also a question of conscience and honor!
Act accordingly and act NOW! We expect the defense case for our country!
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Some personal notes:
•
•
•
•

Don't we want to make a viable liberal future possible for our descendants and our
children's children? Civic duty!
How much truth is there in what I say? Research is duty! See lecture May 9
https://youtu.be/mVkPMTMMasc (timestamp 7:48)
You do not believe? Knowledge is mandatory! Read the book "The Great Upheaval / Klaus Schwab"?
What did you learn about threat and protection in officer leadership courses? Remember. Even the
people as well as the soldiers were equipped with this basic knowledge decades ago.
(Cf. as of 1958:
https://www.vtg.admin.ch/de/armee.detail.news.html/vtginternet/administration/2020/20-10-09-soldiers-book.html.
from 1969: https://www.bar.admin.ch/bar/de/home/servicepublikationen/publikationen/geschichte- current/intellectual-civil-defense-in-the-cold-war--the-civil-defense.html)
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For questions, consultations and or lectures I am at your disposal.
Close the ranks! We would be pleased if you join our Swiss association WIR! We look forward
to hearing from you in the form that suits you.
Thank you very much for your attention.
Sincerely, Bien Cordialement, Con ordiali saluti, Cun Cordials Salüds

Swiss Association WIR
Christian Oesch, President

Christian.Oesch@VereinWIR.ch
Website: www.VereinWIR.ch
Telegram: https://t.me/s/VereinWIR

Copies to:
- Federal Council
- National Council
- Council of States
- Cantonal Governments
- Federal Court
- Federal Chancellery
- Federal Archives
- Alternative media and mass media
- Federal Truth Movement
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